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ACTIVITY/BUSINESS/ENTITY

ALBERTA HEALTH GUIDELINES

REOPENING DATE

Physical Distancing

2 metre distancing is expected to be maintained, unless exceptions are noted

Gatherings

Max. 50: Indoor social gatherings
Max. 100: Outdoor events and indoor seated/audience events
No cap: Worship gatherings; restaurant, cafes, lounges and bars; casinos; bingo halls as long as physical distancing is maintained

‘Cohort’ groups

Small groups of people whose members do not always keep 2 metres apart:
- a household can increase its close interactions with other households to a maximum of 15 people
- performers can have a cohort of up to 50 people (cast members or performers)
- sports teams can play in region-only cohorts of up to 50 players (mini leagues)
- people could be part of a sports/performing and household cohort.

Libraries, with restrictions

Encourage the use of “holds” to reserve materials to reduce the amount of time people spend in the library.
Consider offering curbside pickup for on hold items, or delivery or drop off services for items to residences.
All returned materials should be stored in a dedicated space for 72 hours before they are handled.

Wellness services such as
massage, acupuncture
and reflexology

Consider creation of dedicated time slots (e.g., mornings) or full days for appointments for high-risk clients.
Screen clients for symptoms before they are seated for a service.
A physical barrier (such as a clear acrylic sheet) should be placed between staff and clients when services
are provided in a face-to-face manner. Where barriers are not possible, it is expected that both the client
and worker wear masks.

Personal services
(esthetics, cosmetics skin
and body treatments,
manicures, pedicures,
waxing, facial treatment
artificial tanning)

A physical barrier (such as a clear acrylic sheet) should be placed between staff and clients when services
are provided in a face-to-face manner (e.g., manicures, microderm abrasion, make-up application).
Where barriers are not possible, it is expected that the worker wear a mask. Clients may also be asked to
wear a mask for the duration of the service provision.
Jetted foot baths; Injection, Insertion and Piercing within body cavities; and particle and dust generating
procedures (e.g. high-speed manicure drills and some microderm abrasion equipment) are not
recommended at this time, unless controls are in place

Movie theatres, with
restrictions

Movie theatres must set up processes and infrastructure to support 2 metres of distance to be maintained
between patrons or households.
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CITY PERSPECTIVE

A maximum of 100 people are permitted per theatre room, as long as physical distancing can be
maintained.
Theatres, with restrictions

If frequent close contact and sharing of items is required between performers and/or performers and the
production team, these individuals may form a cohort of no more than 50 individuals who remain together
for the duration of Stage 2.
The number of audience members permitted in the venue at one time (not including the performing group
or venue staff) may not exceed 100 people.

Team-based sports, with
restrictions

All aspects of organized sport, physical activity and recreation may proceed (programming, training, practice
and competition) if physical distancing is possible.
If a sport cannot be modified to maintain physical distance then it must be played in cohorts (mini-leagues)
of no more than 50 participants, officials, coaches and trainers for the duration of Stage 2.

Indoor and outdoor
recreation, f itness and
sports, with measures in
place

Trampoline parks, bowling alleys, billiard halls, mini-golf courses, laser tag and paintball facilities should
pre-booking sessions online for scheduled times
Facility operators should ask all participants to complete the COVID-19 self-screening tool prior to entrance
into the facility and commencement of any activity.
Total number of individuals in a gymnasium setting cannot exceed 100.
High-intensity classes (e.g., Zumba®, Spin®/cycle class, hot yoga, boot camp), must have a minimum
distance of three-meters between participants.
Low Intensity Fitness Classes (e.g. Yoga, Pilates) must maintain 2 metre distances.
3 metres must be established between high intensity equipment and 2 metres between weight machines

Pools

Aquatic sports, diving, lane swimming, swimming camps and swimming lessons are permitted to resume in
Stage 2.
- Maximum of 100 people, as long as physical distancing of 2 metres between is maintained.
Screen patrons to ensure they do not have COVID-19 symptoms.
Drop-in and public swimming will resume in Stage 3.
Leisure aquatic features (such as lazy rivers, water slides and wave pools) and whirlpools, hot tubs, dry saunas
and steam saunas will remain closed until Stage 3.
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Spray parks will remain closed for the 2020 season due to budget

Arenas

Ice use should be limited to organized activities (e.g., figure skating, hockey, ringette). No more than 50
people can be on the ice/boxes at the same time.
- Maximum of 100 spectators, as long as physical distancing between households is maintained.

Instrumental concerts

Live performance activities such as playing non-wind instruments, may proceed if physical distancing is
possible.
Conductors, instructors, musicians, technicians, and production crew members who are not cohorting
should maintain two metres of physical distance from each other at all times.

Casinos and bingo halls

Operators are to submit an operational plan to Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis (AGLC) detailing how
they plan to meet the Chief Medical Officer of Health’s orders and guidelines.

Arcades and video lottery
terminals (VLTs) in
restaurants and lounges

Retailers are to submit an operational plan to Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis (AGLC) detailing how
they plan to meet the Chief Medical Officer of Health’s guidelines within their VLT area.
VLTs and the iLink site controller should be cleaned a minimum of every 4 hours. Every effort should be
made to disinfect these devices after each guest vacates or uses the machine.

K-12 schools, for
requested diploma
exams and summer
school, following
guidance

June 12

Community halls, with
limits on attendance
based on activity

June 12

Provincial campgrounds
at full capacity

June 12

Places of worship

No cap on attendance, must maintain 2 metres of distance between attendees not from the same
household or cohort family.

June 12

Each faith community’s leadership will be responsible for ensuring that measures are taken to prevent
spread within their community.
Additional scheduled
surgeries
Still not approved in stage 2
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social gatherings that exceed above listed maximums
regular in-school classes for kindergarten to Grade 12. Classes will resume September 2020
vocal concerts (as singing carries a higher risk of transmission)
major festivals and concerts, large conferences, trade shows and events (as these are non-seated social events and/or vocal concerts)
nightclubs
amusement parks
hookah lounges (permitted for food and drink only)
major sporting events and tournaments
non-essential travel outside the province is not recommended – this won't be lifted until stage 3 of the relaunch strategy
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